INTRODUCTION

Application of electric pulses to human, bacterial or plant cells causes, under adequate conditions, increase in permeability and conductivity of cell membranes and hence formation of aqueous pores in the membranes. This phenomenon of pore formation in membranes as a result of pulsed electric field (PEF) treatment is called electroporation (Rems and Miklavčič, 2016). The electroporation results in losing of the barrier function of cell membranes and formation of pores in the cell membrane – phenomenon called electroporation. Electroporation could be a very suitable technique for improvement of extraction or drying in both food processing and biorefinery.

Non-thermal plasma treatment generates reactive species in the samples causing damage of the cell membrane and could be used for wastewater treatment, microbial inactivation and as a treatment prior to open fermentations on complex substrates.

In this study, recent advances in pulsed electric field treatment of food, algal biomass and hospital wastewater as well as role of non-thermal plasma treatment in bio-decontamination of complex substrates will be addressed. Also, some environmental and economic aspects of some novel techniques in comparison to conventional treatments will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT

In the last decades pulsed electric field techniques gained increasing importance in biotechnology and food production. Application of electric pulses to cells leads to increased permeability and conductivity of cell membranes and formation of pores in cell membrane – phenomenon called electroporation. Electroporation could be a very suitable technique for improvement of extraction or drying in both food processing and biorefinery.

Non-thermal plasma treatment generates reactive species in the samples causing damage of the cell membrane and could be used for wastewater treatment, microbial inactivation and as a treatment prior to open fermentations on complex substrates.

In this study, recent advances in pulsed electric field treatment of food, algal biomass and hospital wastewater as well as role of non-thermal plasma treatment in bio-decontamination of complex substrates will be addressed. Also, some environmental and economic aspects of these novel techniques in comparison to conventional treatments will be discussed.
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reactive species as a result of interaction between ions from plasma source and treated media which positions plasma treatments as physico-chemical methods while PEF treatment is considered physical treatment (Graves, 2012). As a result of non-thermal plasma treatment oxidation of organic compounds and decrease in pH value of media are occurring, leading to degradation of organic dyes (Attri et al., 2016), organic pollutants (Bansode et al., 2017), inactivation of microorganisms present in aqueous solution (Puac et al., 2015) and juices (Herceg et al., 2015) or for biodecontamination of effluents (Doubla et al., 2007) and increase of roughness of solid particles present in treated media (Wu et al. 1995; Krásný et al. 2014).

The versatility of effects as a result of PEF and plasma treatment enables wide application range of these methods both in food and biorefinery processes. In this paper, the selected recent advances in the applications of PEF and non-thermal plasma in food processing and biorefinery processes will be addressed and current trends will be highlighted.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

The detailed survey of the literature through scientific search engines like ScienceDirect, Scopus and Google Scholar was performed. Different relevant keywords were used, including „pulsed electric field“, „non-thermal plasma“, „food non-thermal plasma“, „biorefinery non-thermal plasma“, „biorefinery pulsed electric field“. Based on the listed references, more in-depth assessment of literature and expertise of authors the most relevant publications were further analyzed and discussed.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**PEF treatment in food processing**

PEF is a non-thermal technology, which has been introduced in the last years as an alternative to conventional food-processing methods. The reversible electroporation (the created pores reseal immediately after removing the electrical field) could be used to incorporate different functional substances into the vegetal tissue, assuring the survival of the electrically stimulated cells. Higher intensities of PEF, promote, instead, the irreversible tissue permeabilization (permanent membrane damage) and consequently the cell death (Toepfl et al., 2014).

In the last years, the use of PEF technology for food processing has been widely studied. It offers several advantages i.e. improvement of extraction process, enhancement of mass transport phenomena and inactivation of enzymes and microorganisms, offering an attractive alternative to traditional mechanical, thermal or chemical methods. Therefore, the potentiality of the PEF applications in the food industry is very huge and it has been revised by Barba et al. (2015).

For liquid food processing, high intensity PEF has been used as an alternative to traditional thermal pasteurization, and it is named cold pasteurization. It has been proven that PEF treatment of milk, juices and juice blends reduced the microbial growth in the similar range of thermal pasteurization treatment (Sharma et al., 2014; Sampedro et al., 2013). The advantages of this technology are represented in higher retention of bio-active compounds, fresh-like sensorial attributes, leading to obtain high nutritional quality products (Barba et al., 2015). Low/medium electric field strength PEF is aimed to disintegrate the biological tissue and Table 1. reports its main application in food processing. PEF promotes the structural changes on a cellular level and water redistribution between different cellular compartments, thus resulting in changes in tissue material properties. In fact, several studies reported the changes in texture and color parameters of different plant tissues subjected to the PEF processing, which could consequently affect the final product quality characteristics. Usually, the changes in textural behavior (softening), related to PEF treatment are caused by a loss of turgor pressure of plant tissue (e.g. potato, tomato, sugar beet and carrot). Consequently, the handling, peeling pumping or cutting processes could be facilitated (Toepfl et al., 2012).

Aganovic et al. (2017) showed, that despite higher energy requirements for preservation of tomato and watermelon juice using PEF technology (around 0.12 kWh/l of juice) in comparison to the thermal process (around 0.04 kWh/l of juice), its advantage is widely recognized in its potential to deliver products with an improved quality compared to its thermal counterparts. The important issue in case of the industrial application is the adoption of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) and hazard and operability study concepts to control the process parameter. In fact, PEF preservation is a HACCP critical control point and requires consistent delivery and recording of sufficient treatment intensity. Usually, the parameters as: required energy delivery, frequency, pulse width and shape at the desired treatment temperature need to be elaborated in laboratory-scale challenge tests for each food product. At industrial level, the required energy delivery is often ensured by continuous monitoring of power delivery, which could be validated by measurement of the increase of food product temperature (Buckow et al., 2013).

**Table 1. PEF-assisted processing of biological tissue.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>PEF effects vs conventional treatment</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osmotic dehydration</td>
<td>improvement of mass transfer (higher water loss)</td>
<td>Traffano-Schiffo et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying</td>
<td>reduction of the drying time and saving energy</td>
<td>Wiktor et al (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeze-drying</td>
<td>reduction of the initial freezing temperature and freezable water content in the rehydrated plant tissue; increase in the rehydration capacity</td>
<td>Tylewicz et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing</td>
<td>reduction of freezing time; improvement of freezing tolerance if combined with cryoprotectants infusion</td>
<td>Jálte et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>higher rate of extraction of bio-active compounds; increased yield of juice production</td>
<td>Luengo et al.(2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bazhal and Vorobiev (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PEF treatment in green technologies**

As a pure physical treatment method, the PEF treatment exhibits many advantages over conventional processing in various applications. As for instance, PEF treatment enables the inactivation of bacterial load in wastewater without adding harmful chemicals, the extraction of valuable substances from plant cells with low energy demand at low heat influx, and the separation and simultaneous recovery of lipids and water-soluble compounds at low-energy demand during downstream processing of algal biomass. PEF technology was proven for feasibility on pilot and industrial scale for large mass-flow application in energy technology, environmental technology and biotechnology (Kotnik et al., 2015; Pulz et al., 2004; Schultheiss et al., 2001). In addition PEF treatment enables the recovery of essential nutrients from plants and microorganisms, with higher purity, when compared with thermal, chemical and enzymatic methods, which usually affect the biological matter. The selected
applications of PEF processing in green technologies will be discussed in more details in the following subsections.

**PEF assisted microalgae processing and extraction**

Microalgae are very fast growing organisms, which convert the light and carbon source in biomass, providing a biomass rich in valuable cell components, such as lipids, proteins, polysaccharides, antioxidants, and pigments (Rosello-Sastre et al., 2012). The main issue of using algae as an alternative and renewable source of biomass is the designing of an optimum cultivation system, involving enhancing the biology of the algal strain used and integrating it with the best suited downstream processing options (Jacobi and Posten, 2013). A medium-term energetic use of microalgae can only become economic, if additional valuable products are commercialized. Especially for realizing this so-called cascade processing of microalgae, PEF treatment offers promising options for energy-efficient microalgae downstream processing.

Recently, it could be show that PEF treatment (40 kV/cm) in a continuous flow cell applied to microalgae *Auxenochlorella protothecoides* suspension results in a significant increase of the lipid yield (Eing et al., 2013; Goettel et al., 2013). At specific treatment energy of 150 kJ per kg suspension, the lipid yield, extracted with the environmental-friendly solvent ethanol, was on average, four times higher when compared with untreated samples. Moreover, recovery of proteins and carotenoids from chlorella could be increased by 27 % and 52 %, respectively using PEF. This study primarily indicates that PEF-assisted extraction is highly selective and allows the release of soluble intracellular matter. On the other hand, it shows that extraction of lipids required the application of solvents. Some studies claim the use of PEF-treatment at the first step of extraction and the solvents at the second step of extraction. However, industrial processing plants extract soyabean oil by solvent liquid transfer using hexane (Garcia Serrato, 1981), followed by subsequent proteins extraction from defatted soybean meal. PEF-treatment method might improve this processing, since it allows the wet processing of algal biomass, while more than 80 % of the stored lipids can be recovered by green solvent extraction. It could be also shown that PEF treatment of microalgae also results in significant increase of the yield of fatty acids (Sheng et al., 2011). Thus a series of costly procedures such as drying and cell breaking can be saved, resulting in significantly lower environmental impact of overall process.

**Microbial decontamination of hospital wastewater by means of PEF treatment**

Hospital wastewater becomes in the last decades a significant source of dissemination of resistance genes in aquatic systems, due to the fact that these are loaded with antibiotic multi-resistant pathogens (Rieder et al., 2008; Schwarz et al., 2003; Vollmann et al., 2007). In appropriate milieu these microorganism are able to proliferate to high density, which conduct to blow out of a large variety of resistance genes and the genetic exchange. Therefore, one major objective is a sustainable protection of water resources which can be done on the one hand, by enhancing the overall medical care and hygiene and, on the other hand, by preventing the dissemination of resistant bacteria.

The majority of the conventional water disinfection methods are known from water purification plants. Applied disinfection techniques have demonstrated disadvantages like generation of toxic disinfection by-products (DBP) during chemical disinfection or reduced efficiency in liquids with high turbidity in case of UV radiation (Emmanuel et al., 2004; Jungfer et al., 2007).

The main benefit of PEF treatment of hospital wastewater derives from the fact that there is no generation of systemic DBP or similar harmful chemical during and after treatment. The fluid is disinfected on-site in the PEF-treatment zone, and there is no prolonged effect such as in case of chlorination. From the high number of studies performed over decades we know that PEF treatment can be used for processing liquid and semifluid (mash-like) food products with low electrical conductivity (<4 mS/cm), but also for drinking water and wastewater.

**Performance of PEF processing in hospital wastewater treatment**

In principle for the evaluation of the PEF performance for microbial decontamination of wastewater the parameters used for food processing serve as a reference for performing inactivation studies. The main parameters under investigation are electric field amplitude, E (5–100 kVcm⁻¹), pulse duration, t (0.2–100 μs), and specific energy, which can be adjusted by the number of pulses, N. The pulse shape (rectangular, exponentially decaying, unipolar, or bipolar) and the frequency play a minor role in improving the inactivation performance. Bipolar pulse protocols are proven to be advantageous for pulsed electric field processing in general since it decreases electrochemical erosion of treatment electrodes (Frey et al., 2013; Kotnik et al., 2001). Summarized, it could be claimed that the inactivation performance of PEF treatment is not directly proportional to a specific energy input and the results obtained from processing hospital wastewater and liquid food are similar (Frey et al., 2013). The inactivation kinetics deviates from the first-order kinetics, and it seems that the bacterial inactivation saturates at around 6 log reduction (Gusbeth et al., 2009a; Wouters et al., 2001). Furthermore, within a pulse duration range of 100–10 μs and at invariable suspension conductivity, inactivation does not depend on pulse duration in case the external field amplitude is high enough to provide fast membrane charging at the entire cell surface. The dissipated energy and bacterial reduction follow a dose–response relationship, and the inactivation rate scales with the specific energy (~E²).

Gram-negative bacteria, such as *Escherichia coli* or *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* are much more sensitive to electric field treatment than Gram-positive bacteria, such as *Staphylococcus aureus* or *Enterococcus faecium*, as could be shown for PEF treatments with specific energies ranging from 80 to 190 Jml⁻¹ (Frey et al., 2013; Gusbeth et al., 2009a; Gusbeth et al., 2009b). Bacterial inactivation efficiency of up to 5.5 decimal orders of magnitude was obtained for Gram-negative reference strains, such as *P. aeruginosa*, when treated with specific energies exceeding 150 Jml⁻¹. In contrast, inactivation experiments on different *E. faecium* strains showed wide variance of the inactivation efficiency. In different independent experiments, different reduction patterns were observed. Inactivation experiments on wastewater containing mixed bacterial populations reveal that the most robust bacteria strain dominates the resulting inactivation rate of the wastewater sample. At standard treatment conditions, 120 Jml⁻¹, the inactivation rate varied between 1.5 and 3.4 log (Frey et al., 2013; Gusbeth et al., 2009a; Gusbeth et al., 2009b; Rieder et al., 2008).

**Sustainability of PEF disinfection method**

Two important issues have been investigated in order to confirm the sustainability of PEF method for disinfection of hospital wastewater: (i) bacteria do not adapt to electric field treatment (induction of electro-tolerant bacteria) and (ii) PEF treatment does not generate genotoxic by-products due to the electrolytic reaction of the wastewater compounds. Induced electro-tolerance in reference bacteria (*Pseudomonas putida*) was tested by consecutive treatment of survived bacteria, over 30 cycles (Gusbeth et al., 2009a; Rieder et al., 2008). Thus, an enrichment of bacterial population with electro-tolerant bacteria after PEF treatment as well as the transmission of electro-tolerance from bacteria to bacterial descendants was not observed. In order to evaluate genotoxicity of PEF treated hospital wastewater, studies performed with SOS chromo test
and Salmonella fluctuation test show that PEF treatments with specific treatment energies of more than 250 Jml⁻¹ did not change the hospital wastewater genotoxicity (Gusbeth et al., 2009a; Rieder et al., 2008). Also PEF treatments of phosphate buffer and domestic water with more than 480 Jml⁻¹ generated no genotoxic by-products.

### Economic feasibility of combining PEF with thermal treatment

One drawback of the PEF treatment method is the high energetic demand (120 and 240 Jml⁻¹), required in order to achieve satisfactory bacterial inactivation (≥4 log). This dissipated energy is enough to increase the fluid temperature by about 30–60 K, if adiabatic conditions are applied. Under this circumstance, the combination of thermal and PEF treatment might be economically. It was shown that a combined treatment with PEF (120 Jml⁻¹) and heating increases bacterial inactivation rate of E. faecium significantly, from 2 log at 25 °C to a complete bacterial inactivation at 60 °C (Gusbeth et al., 2009b).

On the other hand at treatment temperatures below 55 °C, the combined treatment does not improve the inactivation rate. The effectiveness of the combined thermal and electric wastewater treatment was demonstrated on a prototype plant. Using heat exchangers for preheating and heat recovery, a disfection of 4–5 log could be achieved with PEF-treatment energy of 40 Jml⁻¹. Under this premise, the PEF processing costs of $0.10 t⁻¹ can be drastically reduced, resulting in a competitive price compared to conventional disinfection methods (Gaudreau et al., 2006).

### Non-thermal plasma in food and biorefinery processes

Non-thermal plasma could be a suitable solution for decontamination of sensitive surfaces and it is studied for different biomedical, food and environmental applications. It has been used in food industry (surface decontamination, microbial inactivation in liquid and solid food etc.) or for environmental purposes (decolorization, biodetoxification, waste gas treatment etc.). Characteristics of plasmas as well as effectiveness of the plasma treatments are influenced by carrier gas and experimental setup, and beside the effect of reactive species generated during treatment, reduction in the number of microorganisms is partially result of UV radiation of generated in plasma jet (Moreau et al., 2008; Babic Ljiljana, 2014).

The effectiveness of non-thermal plasma treatment for microbial inactivation is highly influenced by the growth phase of microorganism (Moreau et al., 2008), similar as for PEF treatment (Haber-Meglić et al., 2016). The non-thermal plasma treatment was studied as a technique for microbial inactivation of juices (Herceg et al., 2015), but the studies on microbial inactivation by non-thermal plasma treatment in food matrices with higher dry matter content are scarce. Challenges in application of plasma treatment are related to equipment design, scale up of processes, monitoring of degradation products and maintenance of treatment uniformity. The reproducibility of the treatment is strongly influenced by substrate composition and physical characteristics.

The application of non-thermal plasma treatment for microbial inactivation in wastewater and by-products of agro-food industry could be a promising strategy if this treatment could decrease a number of undesirable indigenous microbiota present in these rich media. Similarly to application of ultrasound (Đukić-Vukočić et al., 2016; Tylewicz et al., 2013) and pulsed electric field treatment discussed in previous sections, non-thermal plasma could be used for improvement of biorefinery processes. Non-thermal plasma could be used as low energy pretreatment for physical decomposition/surface disruption of biomass and, as a consequence, easier attack by enzymes in saccharification (Benoit et al., 2012), or facilitated fermentative production of different chemicals (Briens et al., 2008), including hydrogen production (Holladay et al., 2009). In the case of lactic acid fermentation of stillage, a complex by-product of bioethanol production on different feedstocks, non-thermal plasma treatment could decrease the number of viable lactic acid bacteria up to 4 log, after 30 min treatment (unpublished data). This reduction in the number of microorganisms could be obtained with significantly lower energy input in comparison to ultrasound treatment or thermal sterilization methods. This is a very important advantage of non-thermal plasma treatment because in many biorefinery processes on complex substrates, like stillage, a reduction of 3-4 log units is sufficient for further open fermentation by selected desired microorganism.

### CONCLUSIONS

PEF treatment became very effective in bacteria inactivation, especially in combination with thermal treatment. Although sometimes higher in energy demand in comparison to conventional techniques it often provides products with higher quality, shorter production time and better overall characteristics. PEF could be a very suitable technique for various processing steps in food industry (drying, osmotic dehydration, extractions) or for effective treatment for bio-decontamination of hospital wastewaters and for processing of microalgae for both biofuel production or for extraction of valuable nutraceuticals and pharmaceuticals. Non-thermal plasma treatment as a technique which has some similarities with the effects of PEF treatment on the cell level and cell permeabilization is also a promising technique for food and biorefinery processes. Non-thermal plasma could significantly decrease number of undesirable microorganisms on surfaces as well as in liquids (juices, wastewater, cell suspensions), degrade organic components (dyes, pesticides) and modify surfaces, including polymers and biomass components. The development of the equipment and better understanding of the basic principles behind both PEF and non-thermal plasma will enable wider and more efficient applications in future.
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